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		Jump into the R programming language and go beyond "Hello World!"

	
		Overview

		
			Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
			Basic concepts of the R language
	
			Discover tips and tricks for working with R
	
			Learn manipulation of R objects to easily customize your code


	
		In Detail

	
		R is a versatile cross-platform environment with the power of a programming language and the flexibility of a scripting language. It is extremely powerful in manipulating and visualizing complex databases, performing statistical computations and producing any kind of plot with a very high graphical quality.

	
		Instant R Starter is a practical introduction to the R language and will show you how to use the main functionalities of the environment. It has hands-on instructions on data analysis, data manipulation, and tips and tricks on quickly debugging your programs.

	
		Instant R Starter will provide you with the basis of the uses of R and will set up the starting point for your future advanced development with the R language. After these basic concepts you will learn how to apply them in more advanced programming techniques, like writing complex functions, debugging them, manipulate data and plotting them.

	
		What you will learn from this book

		
			Install R and its additional packages
	
			Create and manipulate objects (vectors, matrices, lists, and data frames)
	
			Discover Rs potential in data analysis and data manipulation
	
			Learn the use of flow control expressions
	
			Debug functions and handle exceptions using Rs exceptional and effective methods
	
			Present your data effectively by using graphics, lattice, and ggplot2 packages


	
		Approach

	
		Get to grips with a new technology, understand what it is and what it can do for you, and then get to work with the most important features and tasks.A practical, quick, and hands-on guide to the R language

	
		Who this book is written for

	
		This book is for people who are interested in an introduction to the R environment. You will not need any specific knowledge of programming or statistics, although if you are already familiar with any other software for statistical computing or data handling you will definitely learn much faster. If you are interested in going beyond "Hello World!" with R but don't know how to start, then this book is for you!
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Breaking Ocean Waves: Geometry, Structure and Remote SensingSpringer, 2007

	This book represents the most comprehensive description of the physical findings of an investigation into the spatio-temporal characteristics of the gravity of breaking waves and the foam activity in open sea by methods and instruments of optical and microwave remote sensing.


	The study of physical and electrodynamics'...
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Sustainable Landscaping For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Sustainable Landscaping For Dummies provides hands-on, how-to instruction for realizing the benefits of a sustainable landscape, from selecting sutainable hardscape materials to installing a rain-water catchment system to choosing native plants.    

       Create a beautiful, sustainable landscape that's easy on your...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: Russia and Eurasia/ChinaMacmillan Technical, 1994
This project began in 1987 with the goal of assembling a basic reference source that provides accurate, clear, and concise descriptions of the cultures of the world. We wanted to be as comprehensive and authoritative as possible: comprehensive, by providing descriptions of all the cultures of each region of the world or by describing a...
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The Tao of ComputingJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2004
What should every citizen know about computers and computer technology? For better or worse, answers typically depend upon who is asked.

• Students commonly have a practical bent: How can one get the computer to perform specific tasks, why does a machine act the way it does, what is involved in getting computers to interact, and so...
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Beginning PHP 5.3 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Welcome to Beginning PHP 5.3 ! This book teaches you how to build interactive Web sites and applications using PHP, one of the most popular Web programming languages in use today. Using PHP you can create anything from a simple form - to - email script all the way up to a Web forum application, a blogging platform, a content management system,...
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Performance of Computer Communication Systems: A Model-Based ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Performance of Computer Communication Systems A Model-Based Approach Boudewijn R. Haverkort Rheinisch-WestfÐ“¤lische Technische Hochschule Aachen, Germany Computer communication systems and distributed systems are now able to provide an increasing range of services. As the timing requirements in the operation of these services are becoming...
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